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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are evaluating the name resolution for the virtual machines after the planned
implementation of the Azure networking infrastructure.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Answer:
Explanation:
Statement 1: Yes
All client computers in the Paris office will be joined to an Azure AD domain.
A virtual network named Paris-VNet that will contain two subnets named Subnet1 and Subnet2.
Microsoft Windows Server Active Directory domains, can resolve DNS names between virtual
networks. Automatic registration of virtual machines from a virtual network that's linked to a
private zone with auto-registration enabled. Forward DNS resolution is supported across
virtual networks that are linked to the private zone.
Statement 2: Yes
A virtual network named ClientResources-VNet that will contain one subnet named
ClientSubnet You plan to create a private DNS zone named humongousinsurance.local and set
the registration network to the ClientResources-VNet virtual network.
As this is a registration network so this will work.
Statement 3: No
Only VMs in the registration network, here the ClientResources-VNet, will be able to register
hostname records. Since Subnet4 not connected to Client Resources Network thus not able to
register its hostname with humongoinsurance.local
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/private-dns-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-name-resolution-for
-vms-and-role-instances

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer is using Replication Manager to make local TimeFinder/Clone backups of their
Microsoft Exchange 2010 environment. The customer reconfigured the Exchange environment
to place the logs on the L: drive and mount the database on L:SG1DB1. They updated the
associated Replication Manager replica job to reflect the change. The customer reports that the
mount of the database to the backup server now fails.
What do you advise the customer?
A. A separate application set must be configured for the database.
B. The database replica must be part of the same replica job as the logs.
C. Additional clone targets need to be added to the storage pool.
D. Nested mount points are not supported with Replication Manager.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
次の図は、どの冗長アレイc /独立ディスク（RAID）レベルを表していますか？
A. RAID 10
B. RAID 5
C. RAID 0
D. RAID 1
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers has implemented a strict software architecture for their custom Apex
code. One of the requirements is that all SOQL queries are contained within reusable classes.
Depending on the context of the Apex transaction, the queries should be able to run either
"With Sharing" or "Without Sharing". Which two ways allow the Architect to meet these
requirements? Choose 2 answers
A. Create a SystemSOQLQueries class and a UserSOQLQueries class; set the "With Sharing"
keyword on the UserSOQLQueries class and "Without Sharing" on the SystemSOQLQueries
class
B. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; do not specify "With" or "Without Sharing" on the
SOQLQueries class (Missed)
C. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; specify "With Sharing" on the methods that require
user context and "Without Sharing" on the methods requiring system context
D. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; do not specify "With" or "Without Sharing" on the
SOQLQueries class and use the runAs () method to dynamically set the context (Missed)
Answer: B,D
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